RENTAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

Protect your investments by using integraRental Asset Management features. Manage across multiple locations, set rates with flexible time frames, define unlimited attributes, track metered hour usage and fuel types/rates to automatically calculate overages at check-in. integraRental includes the ability to define rules for damage waivers and deposits by individual asset.

MANAGE MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

- Focus on assets in a single location or create visibility of assets across multiple business locations
- Request transfers and move assets between locations
- Assign tax rules and operators to a specific location

RATE MANAGEMENT

- integraRental will evaluate contract time lines and suggest appropriate rental rates
- Grace periods can be established by rate, and calculated by rented time or by machine hours

UNLIMITED ATTRIBUTES

- Create and assign attributes on an asset-by-asset basis such as metered hours, blade wear, fuel consumption, condition of equipment, operating status, cleanliness, etc.
- Designate the recording of individual attributes as Optional or Required upon check-in and check-out
FUEL TYPES

- Establish unlimited fuel types and rates per gallon
- Assign fuel types and size of tank on an asset by asset-by-asset basis
- Auto calculate fuel charges on “Check-In” when the amount of fuel in the tank differs from the amount of fuel at the time of “Check-Out”

METERED HOURS

- Accurately price agreements based on metered hours vs. calendar days when excessive usage occurs in a small calendar window
- Establish preventative maintenance programs by metered hours

PROTECT YOUR ASSETS

- Establish damage waiver policies
- Create rules for deposits on an asset-by-asset basis. Deposits can be a percentage of the agreement or a fixed dollar amount